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Abstract: The conjunction of wireless computing, ubiquitous Internet access, and the miniaturisation
of sensors have opened the door for technological applications that can monitor health and well-being
outside of formal healthcare systems. The health-related Internet of Things (H-IoT) increasingly
plays a key role in health management by providing real-time tele-monitoring of patients, testing
of treatments, actuation of medical devices, and fitness and well-being monitoring. Given its
numerous applications and proposed benefits, adoption by medical and social care institutions and
consumers may be rapid. However, a host of ethical concerns are also raised that must be addressed.
The inherent sensitivity of health-related data being generated and latent risks of Internet-enabled
devices pose serious challenges. Users, already in a vulnerable position as patients, face a seemingly
impossible task to retain control over their data due to the scale, scope and complexity of systems
that create, aggregate, and analyse personal health data. In response, the H-IoT must be designed
to be technologically robust and scientifically reliable, while also remaining ethically responsible,
trustworthy, and respectful of user rights and interests. To assist developers of the H-IoT, this paper
describes nine principles and nine guidelines for ethical design of H-IoT devices and data protocols.
Keywords: internet of things; data ethics; health; data analytics; responsible research and innovation

1. Introduction
The conjunction of wireless computing, ubiquitous Internet access, and the miniaturisation of
sensors have opened the door for technological applications that can monitor health and well-being
outside of formal healthcare systems. The health-related Internet of Things (H-IoT) increasingly
plays a key role in health management by providing real-time tele-monitoring of patients, testing
of treatments, actuation of medical devices (e.g., medication dispensation), fitness and well-being
monitoring, patient and carer alerts, among other applications [1]. Physiological parameters (e.g.,
heart rate, respiration, blood oxygen saturation, skin temperature, blood glucose, and blood chemistry)
can be collected alongside behavioural parameters linked to health and well-being [2]. The health
and behaviours of users can increasingly be digitised, recorded, stored and analysed, creating novel
opportunities for clinical care and research [3,4]. H-IoT analytics protocols use this data in turn to
produce information about various aspects of a user’s health. Data streams from multiple sensors can
be aggregated to facilitate linked-up care and health management. H-IoT can supplement clinical and
preventative care and management of chronic health conditions with monitoring outside traditional
medical environments. Novel connections can be found between areas of private life traditionally
outside the scope of health and health care [5].
Given its numerous applications, H-IoT promises many benefits for health and healthcare.
Despite its promise, H-IoT also raises a host of ethical concerns related to the inherent sensitivity of
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health-related data being generated and analysed, as well as latent risks of Internet-enabled devices.
Users, already in a vulnerable position as a patient [6,7] face a seemingly impossible challenge to retain
control over the data produced and analysed by the H-IoT, owing to the scale, scope and complexity of
systems that routinely and automatically produce and analyse personal health data.
Users have traditionally received help in protecting their interests and privacy through regulation.
Health data, and the devices that handle them, have traditionally faced strict legal rules that constrain
collection and processing. Data protection law in Europe, for example, has traditionally treated health
data as a “special category of personal data” requiring greater restrictions. Similarly, the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act has constrained processing and sharing of patient records
in the United States. H-IoT presents new challenges for such legal frameworks by producing data
that is not in many cases strictly medical data, but rather “health-related” data containing various
physiological, psychological, and behavioural measures. Whether and to what extent H-IoT devices
will be treated under law as “medical devices”, or devices that collect and process health data for
medical purposes, remains to be seen.
Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), set to come into effect in May 2018, provides
a clear example of this tension in law. An important change concerns the definition of “data concerning
health,” which is considered a “special category of personal data”. It remains uncertain precisely
which types of data “concern health”. According to Article 4(15) of the GDPR, “data concerning health”
is defined as “personal data related to the physical or mental health of a natural person, which reveal
information about his or her health status.” This definition implies that the purpose of processing,
rather than the data source, determines whether data can be considered “health data” (Recital 35
GDPR). Data that do not directly describe health, but from which health-related inferences can be
drawn, appear to fall within the scope, and will thus likely be subject to greater restrictions and
protections as a “special category of personal data” (Article 9 GDPR).
Recognising these types of challenges, the H-IoT needs to be designed to be technologically robust
and scientifically reliable, while also remaining ethically responsible, trustworthy, and respectful of
user rights and interests. Design choices that affect how users interact with devices and services,
or how the H-IoT works with existing healthcare practices, affect how H-IoT is perceived by users
(for instance, as trustworthy or privacy enhancing or invasive). Privacy is a key concern, as the H-IoT
can create granular, longitudinal personal health and activity records that can be highly invasive. Once
data have been generated by a device, they must be transmitted, curated, labelled, stored, and analysed.
Protocols for each of these steps can similarly be ethically sensitive in their design. A protocol that,
for example, retains data indefinitely without a clearly defined purpose may be more problematic than
storage with well-defined limitations, scope, and purpose.
Developers should not have to work in isolation to design an ethically acceptable H-IoT.
To contribute to the ethical design of the H-IoT, this paper proposes nine ethical principles for the
design of H-IoT devices and data protocols:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Facilitate public health actions and user engagement with research via the H-IoT;
Non-maleficence and beneficence;
Respect autonomy and avoid subtle nudging of user behaviour;
Respect individual privacy;
Respect group privacy;
Embed inclusiveness and diversity in design;
Collect the minimal data required;
Establish and maintain trust and confidentiality between H-IoT users and providers;
Ensure data processing protocols are transparent and accountable.

The principles are inspired by well-established concepts and ethical principles in disciplines
related to H-IoT, including medicine and data protection law. Specifically, ethical principles for
the H-IoT are derived from the principlist approach to medical ethics defined by Beauchamp and
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Childress [8], the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) Privacy
Framework [9], and values embedded in international data protection law. The principles proposed
here can be considered a mid-level specification of these well-established high-level, abstract principles
and values. Reflecting this, several high-level concepts (e.g., privacy and autonomy) apply across
multiple mid-level principles.
Mid-level ethical principles provide contextualised but abstract requirements for technology
design, and can thus be of limited use without further application and grounding in specific cases of
technology design. To assist developers in addressing real world ethical challenges with the H-IoT,
nine low-level guidelines for ethical design of H-IoT devices and data protocols are also proposed.
These guidelines are intended as a starting point to embed the proposed ethical principles in the design
of H-IoT, prior to adoption by users and subsequent assessment of acceptability:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Give users control over data collection and transmission;
Iteratively adhere to industry and research confidentiality standards;
Design devices and data sharing protocols to protect user privacy by default;
Use alternative consent mechanisms when sharing H-IoT data;
Meet professional duties of care and facilitate inclusion of medical professionals in H-IoT
mediated care;
Include robust transparency mechanisms in H-IoT data protocols to grant users oversight over
their data;
Report the uncertain utility of H-IoT data to users at the point of adoption;
Provide users with practically useful mechanisms to exercise meaningful data access rights;
Design devices to be unobtrusive according to the needs of specific user groups.

An ethically designed H-IoT will assist medical professionals, informal carers, and other health
service providers in meeting their moral responsibilities in providing healthcare and management.
Users will likewise be empowered and protected from exploitation and harm stemming from the H-IoT.
Ethical design is essential to ensure user interests are afforded sufficient protection by H-IoT devices
and data protocols. By adopting these guidelines, developers can demonstrate a serious commitment to
meeting their legal and moral responsibilities to users, care providers and other stakeholders. Further,
adoption will pre-empt many foreseeable ethical problems in the design and roll out of H-IoT devices
and protocols, for which developers would be legally or morally liable. This is not, however, to suggest
that the guidelines are a “one-size-fits-all” approach to ethics in design; rather, the guidelines are
purposefully flexible to allow users with different interests and priorities to use their devices and
protocols as they see fit, for example by choosing how and with whom to share H-IoT data.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, nine ethical principles for H-IoT design are
defined. The principles focus primarily on the data produced by H-IoT devices, as opposed to the
devices themselves. While many principles can be proposed for the design of H-IoT devices, often
these principles overlap substantially with concerns discussed in the context of device security and user
acceptability, which are outside the scope of this paper. In Section 3, nine concrete guidelines are then
proposed for H-IoT design based upon the ethical principles identified in Section 2. These guidelines
are intended to be considered by H-IoT developers in the first instance. However, their relevance
extends beyond the design process to include how H-IoT is deployed in specific contexts of care.
To unpack the applicability of the guidelines to specific use cases, Section 4 considers H-IoT designed
for two user groups: the elderly and children. Section 5 concludes with several open questions and
future avenues of research concerning the ethical design of the H-IoT.
2. Principles for Ethical Design of the H-IoT
Recognising the challenges posed by H-IoT, ethical design of devices, and protocols is critical.
To this end, nine principles are proposed for ethical design of H-IoT. These principles address the
challenges of protecting and balancing interests of individuals, group, and society relating to the
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collection and sharing of H-IoT data for public and private purposes. Valuable interests of each
stakeholder group can frequently come into conflict when considering potential collection, sharing, or
re-purposing of H-IoT data. The following principles are intended to give providers a starting point
for the complicated task of balancing and protecting competing interests in the design and deployment
of H-IoT.
2.1. Facilitate Public Health Actions and User Engagement with Research via the H-IoT
H-IoT data can be highly valuable for medical research and public health programmes. The value
of advancing medical and public health knowledge through secondary analysis of H-IoT data must be
taken seriously [10]. At the same time, protecting the interests of individuals is undoubtedly important.
However, their protection should not always come at the cost of preventing valid research programmes
to be conducted with H-IoT data. In considering potential uses of H-IoT data for public health and
research, individual, group, and societal interests can come into conflict.
As H-IoT will soon be responsible for generating substantial amounts of medically relevant data,
public health interests must be seriously considered in designing data sharing protocols. Proposals for
automatic or prompted sharing can be justified by moral obligations between patients and medicine as
a practice: a non-binding “duty to participate” has, for example, been previously advanced in medical
ethics [10–12]. Without taking a position on the validity of such a duty, respect for user autonomy
suggests options should be provided for users to easily share their data with researchers according
to personal preference. With that said, as part of such a protocol H-IoT providers may likewise have
a duty to inform users of the potential risks of data sharing for research, or to “vet” research bodies
requesting access [13].
Striking an equitable balance between individual and collective interests may not always be
possible, yet arguments can be made for promoting one (e.g., societal interests in outbreak tracking)
over another (e.g., individual interests in personal privacy). In balancing these interests, consideration
must be given to the potential harms facing individuals and groups due to sharing of their data for
public health purposes. Likewise, consideration must also be given to the opportunity costs of blocking
data sharing for research and public health purposes, and thus to the costs in terms of societal interests
for the sake of protecting individual or group interests.
2.2. Non-Maleficence and Beneficence
Following from need to consider potential harms to individual, group, and societal interests,
non-maleficence and beneficence have long been foundational principles in medical ethics. The
principles are often cited in relation to Beauchamp and Childress’ principlist approach to medical
ethics. Although intended to guide the actions of medical practitioners, the principles can be extended
to H-IoT devices and services, and the data they generate.
As with any device, practice or research in medicine, and as demanded by the principles of
non-maleficence and beneficence, H-IoT must be designed with user safety as a key concern. Ethically
responsible devices will be secure and reliable; testing to prove functionality or long-term assurances
related to device security prior to a device or service entering the market can, for example, be required.
H-IoT devices and services should similarly not pose a serious threat to a user’s health or safety.
Devices should be secure and reliable, particularly for devices with actuating functions, with clear
plans for longevity [8]. Poorly secured devices can pose a risk both to a patient’s physical safety and
informational privacy. Concerning the latter, H-IoT data can provide meaningful insight into the
health and behaviours of users and, if aggregated, patient populations. Insight and recommendations
for the care of individual users can be generated, alongside secondary usage for biomedical research
and administrative monitoring concerning the epidemiology, public health and the performance of
medical systems.
For each of these potential uses, the principle of non-maleficence requires that data not be used
against the interests of the individual users and populations responsible for their creation. Users can
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have a range of interests concerning their fundamental rights (e.g., privacy), health, and well-being, all
of which can be affected by H-IoT. At its best, H-IoT will help improve a user’s health by generating
data about the user’s health and providing monitoring of conditions to supplement other forms of
medical and social care. User’s safety can, however, be placed at risk if H-IoT results in poorer quality
of care, for instance if used as a replacement for human care [2]. In practice, this principle would
require that H-IoT data to be used to inform the care of individual users and the advancement of
medical knowledge and techniques.
H-IoT should not contribute to the denial of services to the individuals generating the data in
the first instance; the same may be true regarding denial of medical services or resources to affected
patient populations. Individuals use H-IoT in good faith that it will contribute to the maintenance of
health and well-being. This expectation should not be undermined by uses of the resulting data solely
for the promotion of third party interests unrelated to their care or the maintenance of medical and
healthcare systems, such as targeted advertising.
Emergency alert functions provide an interesting case in which respect for autonomy,
non-maleficence and beneficence must be balanced. Devices can intervene and alert carers or medical
professionals when a measurement indicating an emergency is encountered, for instance when a user
has fallen. Nudging of user behaviour in genuine emergencies is generally accepted for the sake of user
safety. However, the threshold for emergencies is not necessarily self-evident, nor can the reliability of
a measurement be taken for granted. False positives can harmful as well as false negatives, due to the
distress caused to users and avoidable usage of valuable public health resources through unnecessary
visits to the emergency room, for example [14]. This issue also raises concerns over automation and
the degree to which a human medical professional should be involved in decision-making around
emergency alerts. In cases of in-home care, professional involvement can be appropriate, particularly
to contact the user prior to alerting emergency services (for example). In other cases, the involvement
of a professional in the decision-making loop appears less appropriate, parents would be a more
appropriate choice in the case of baby monitoring, for example.
As these examples suggest, definitions of benefit and harm, or “good” and “bad”, will differ
between users and contexts of use. These definitions are dependent upon the objectives of using H-IoT,
and the value systems in place. As a result, design choices and external protections put into place to
protect users from harm and ensure benefits will need to be malleable, and responsive to the subjective
needs and values of users.
2.3. Respect Autonomy and Avoid Subtle Nudging of User Behaviour
Following from the context-specificity of benefits and harms of H-IoT use, similar constraints
are relevant when considering the need to protect user autonomy. Respect for autonomy is a
well-established principle in medical ethics [8] and international data protection law. Autonomy is a
valued concept because it enables free and uninhibited decision-making [15,16]. H-IoT can undermine
autonomy by “nudging” user behaviour to fit third party interests [17], and by “mummifying” one’s
identity over time through storage and exchange of personal data in perpetuity. This can inhibit the
ability to lead a life of one’s choosing [18].
User behaviour can be nudged in numerous ways. Personalised feedback on health or activity,
a feature of many H-IoT devices, directly attempts to influence user behaviour to meet a preferred
metric. Self-imposed constraints on behaviour are also an example of nudging. The user may alter
their behaviours in response to perceived expectations of the device, or the service provider and care
team involved. Aesthetic design choices and a user’s emotional attachment to a device can amplify or
nullify the effectiveness of nudges.
Nudging can undermine autonomy insofar as the user can be pushed to make the “institutionally
preferred action rather than their own preference” [19]. As this suggests, the acceptability of nudging
can be evaluated according to the interests being promoted. Nudging users towards behaviours that
promote self-defined interests, or those aligned with the service agreed to by the user (e.g., feedback on
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exercise or activity levels), is initially unproblematic. Nudging towards behaviours or interests held by
third parties, such as commercial interests, is problematic in contrast because it undermines the user’s
control over her behaviours. Online consumers, for example, can be nudged to fit market needs by
filtering how products are displayed [20]. The acceptability of nudging can also be evaluated in terms
of visibility. As the principle of transparency below suggests, invisible or subtle nudging is problematic
insofar as it undermines the user’s autonomy. In all cases, the acceptability of undermining a user’s
autonomy through nudging must be evaluated against the interests being promoted. Promotion
of valuable public interests (e.g., health promotion) through subtle nudging could, for example, be
considered justifiable in some cases despite the impact on individual autonomy.
The conflict between user and third party interests is evident in H-IoT designed for elderly and
infirm users. Benefits to user safety are often the basis for adoption. However, safety interests can
act as a constraint on autonomy, insofar as a “need” for H-IoT is perceived from the user that leads
to adopting a device or service that would otherwise not be used [21,22]. Autonomy is constrained
insofar as the patient experiences (both internally and externally imposed) pressure to use H-IoT.
The autonomy of users can also be undermined when H-IoT data are shared with third parties
without input from the user. Historically, informed consent has been the default mechanism to
protect the autonomy and related interests of participants in research. Consent is normally granted
for participation in a single study, not covering unrelated investigations resulting from sharing,
aggregating, or even repurposing data within the wider research community [23]. This type of consent
is typically infeasible when data are aggregated and routinely shared with third parties. The uncertain
value of H-IoT data, and what it can reveal about the user through novel and unforeseen analysis
and linkage with other datasets, therefore challenges the protection normally afforded to autonomy
through single instance consent [24]. Consent cannot be “informed” at the point of data collection in
the sense that data subjects cannot be told about future uses and consequences of their data, which are
unknowable at the time the data are collected or aggregated. Where H-IoT data are used for research
or secondary analysis, user interests in autonomy must be protected.
Finally, user control and oversight over their data are an important dimension of respecting
autonomy. Users (or proxies thereof) should be granted access and portability rights to data collected
by H-IoT. Data access allows users to protect their privacy interests, maintain oversight over the types
of data being collected, how they are used. Data access is intended to empower individuals to control
and benefit from their data. A right to “self-determination” can ground such connected data rights [25]
to combat the “transparency asymmetry” that exists when consumers lack information about how
data about them are “collected, analysed, and used” [25,26]. Data portability likewise grants users a
choice to share their data with preferred parties, such as medical and social care providers [27], and
to freely move between H-IoT device and service providers. It can also be argued that data subjects
should be allowed to derive personal benefit from their data beyond the development of new products
or services [28]. Portability allows individuals to pursue projects and aims with the data they produce
without assistance from the originating H-IoT provider [29].
The importance of data access and portability are reflected in European data protection law.
Users enjoy a right to data portability under Article 20 of the General Data Protection Regulation,
which enables controlled sharing by users, for instance with healthcare services. Data subjects are
also granted rights to be “kept in the loop” regarding data processing and storage [30]. In practice,
data subjects must be notified when data about them are created, modified or analysed, and provided
means to access and correct errors or misinterpretations in the data and knowledge derived from it
These mechanisms provide data subjects with the means to be aware of when and for what purposes
their data are being used, and thus to make choices reflecting their subjective values over when and
how to share their data for public and private uses. Revision rights can, however, undermine the
accuracy and integrity of datasets due to modifications made by data subjects [25]. This risk must be
accounted for when designing and constraining access mechanisms.
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Data subject rights to access and modify data are reliant upon the subject being aware of what
data exist about her, who holds them, what they (potentially) mean and how they are being used.
For access rights to be meaningful, data subjects must be able to exercise them with reasonable effort.
For instance, being provided with thousands of printed pages of data would require unreasonable
effort on the part of the data subject when more efficient formats are available, and would therefore fail
to preserve a meaningful right to access. Comprehension also poses a challenge; “Big Data” requires
significant computational power and storage, and advanced scientific know-how [31,32]. As with any
type of data science, analysis requires discipline-specific skills and knowledge, often only accessible
through extensive training and education. Even for willing subjects, the amount of time and effort
required to attain the background knowledge and skills to understand the totality of data held about
oneself can easily be overwhelming.
2.4. Respect Individual Privacy
Subjectivity similarly applies to the protection of privacy through design. Protecting the
informational privacy of H-IoT users is key, as privacy empowers users to control data about
themselves, limiting opportunities for unwanted disturbances and exploitation [33–35]. Information
enables regulation, behavioural control, and profiling by those with greater access [36]. Thus,
informational privacy acts as a check on the power of organisations and data controllers [37,38].
The sensitivity of data describing health and health-related behaviours is widely recognised in
international data protection and privacy law [39]. The data generated by H-IoT devices can be highly
invasive due to the possibility to infer knowledge about a user’s health and behaviour. Analysis of
aggregated datasets can be particularly invasive, as the inferences allowed when data from multiple
sources are considered are difficult to predict [40–42]. Protection of user privacy is therefore a critical
concern for the design of H-IoT.
Privacy can be valued on many grounds, demonstrated at a minimum by the concept’s prevalence
in international law [43,44]. The OECD’s Fair Information Principles, which place an emphasis on
privacy, have proven particularly influential in commentary on the privacy impact of Big Data analytics
used to make sense of H-IoT data [24]. In many cases, protection of privacy is equated to control of
personally identifiable data. Techniques such as anonymisation and aggregation are thought to reduce
the risk of re-identification, and thus to guarantee the privacy of the user [23,45–47].
Respect of privacy must be a key principle for H-IoT design due to the opportunity offered by
H-IoT data to violate context-sensitive expectations of privacy [48]. Privacy norms are challenged
when H-IoT data can be analysed outside of the “highly context-sensitive spaces” in which they are
created. These data can be stored in perpetuity, meaning that traditional limitations of memory no
longer apply; data collected today may, in theory, be equally accessible and of the same quality in
the future. Extending the lifespan of data describing phenomena that would otherwise be forgotten,
in this case the health and behaviours of users, increases the risk of privacy violations.
Respect for privacy should be the starting point for the design of H-IoT devices and protocols.
Departures from this initial position would require negotiation or justification by appeal to vital third
party interests. When the design of H-IoT is viewed as a negotiation in which the user’s interests in
privacy take priority by default, reasonable expectations can be formed by users and providers alike
over the structure of their relationship. Users, for example, can reasonably expect to be consulted when
a proposed usage of their data would be privacy invasive. Defining initial “terms of engagement” for
H-IoT prior to its use contributes to the development of trust between users and providers, which is a
key factor in meeting the many moral responsibilities described in the principles specified here.
Attention must also be paid to the protection of privacy in H-IoT data due to a potential lack
of protection afforded to health-related data generated by H-IoT devices and services controlled by
commercial actors. Unlike biobanks or academic medical research repositories, commercial databases
may only be subject to requirements set forth in data protection law and voluntarily adopted codes of
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conduct. H-IoT data may therefore be routinely subject to less stringent requirements to protect user
privacy [49].
2.5. Respect Group Privacy
H-IoT data can be used to support the care of individual users or to learn something about
the health of the user and similar populations. Privacy must, therefore, be approached on both an
individual and group level. Even when anonymisation is successful and re-identification is prevented,
only the privacy of identifiable individuals is protected. Groups with valid interests in the processing
and dissemination of data about themselves and their members do not benefit from techniques aimed
at preventing re-identification [50]. Perfectly anonymised datasets still allow for group-level ethical
harms for which the identities of members of the group or profile are irrelevant [51]. Where anonymised
data subjects are grouped according to geographical, socioeconomic, ethnic or other characteristics,
the anonymisation of individuals matters little if outcomes affect the groups to which they belong [23].
Discrimination and stigmatisation of affected groups is therefore a risk [52], even in anonymised
datasets. Such effects impact on all members of the community, not only those who gave consent [50].
It is possible to conceive of privacy as a group-level concept and thus speak of “group privacy rights”
that could restrict the flow and acceptable uses of aggregated datasets and profiling. Group privacy
interests must therefore also be considered.
2.6. Embed Inclusiveness and Diversity in Design
As the need to protect group privacy suggests, H-IoT is designed for many different user groups,
varying in terms of health condition, demographics and culture. Specific user groups will have
different requirements for ethically sound H-IoT; devices for dementia patients, for example, may
require reduced control over functionality for the sake of safety. Furthermore, user groups will vary in
terms of technical capacity and resources to obtain and use H-IoT over time.
Given the sensitivity of data involved, varying capacities of users, and the subjectivity of the
interests represented across the other eight principles between user groups and cultures [48], users
(or proxies thereof) should be included in H-IoT design whenever possible. Following this, the nature of
user involvement in the design process should be reported, including information on who was involved
and in what capacity. Inclusion in design enhances the agency of users; devices can be designed that
both align with the values and interests of specific user groups, while allowing individual control of
privacy policies and features. Further, the accessibility of device and protocols to different groups can
be enhanced. The value of inclusiveness requires that groups should not be marginalised or excluded
from using H-IoT due to factors beyond their control. If H-IoT devices are produced only for highly
technically competent affluent users, potential users that could benefit greatly from the technology
would be marginalised [24]. Equity of access demands that development of H-IoT does not ignore
user groups for the sake of commercial interests or efficiency.
2.7. Collect the Minimal Data Desired by Users
While individual and group preferences for the design of H-IoT devices and data protocols
can vary significantly, certain principles can be recommended as default positions to be adopted
by designers to ensure this subjectivity is respected. The proliferation of sensing devices creates
unprecedented opportunities to collect data about the private lives and habits of users. Despite
requirements for data minimisation in data protection law, a culture of “data hoarding”, or data
collection for its own sake, has emerged in which data are pervasively collected and stored under the
impression that they may have future value. However, data collection inherently presents a latent
privacy risk to the users whose lives, or health and well-being, are being digitised. Data generated
by H-IoT may make it more difficult to shake off a pathologically-based identity, when H-IoT usage
ceases or the monitored condition is cured.
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H-IoT should, therefore, collect only the minimal data desired by users. Some preferences in this
context can be inferred from the nature of the user-provider relationship. Users have, for example,
an obvious interest in the utility of the device or service being used, and can thus be assumed to
want data to be collected required for functionality. Reflecting the primacy of user’s privacy interests,
an option should be available to have additional data collected for purposes not immediately related
to functionality.
Collection of identifiable data should similarly be minimised in accordance with data protection
law. The importance of data minimization as a design principle is echoed in the OECD’s Fair
Information Principles, as well as forthcoming requirements in the European Union’s (EU) General
Data Protection Regulation (Articles 6–7). The latter clarifies that user consent concerning the collection
of data that are “excessive in relation to the purpose specified” will not be considered valid in the
future [53]. Despite common ground, this principle emphasises that more restrictive limits on data
collection may be ethically justified beyond legal requirements. Interpretation of “legitimate interests”
of data controllers under the General Data Protection Regulation may, for example, significantly
weaken user control over processing of personal data.
2.8. Establish and Maintain Trust and Confidentiality between H-IoT Users and Providers
Each of the preceding principles describes key interests of individuals, groups, and society that,
if protected through design, can contribute to the trustworthiness of the H-IoT and trust between users
and providers. Trust is closely linked to other values including privacy, confidentiality, safety, efficacy,
and others. As a characteristic of relationships between users and H-IoT providers, trustworthiness
can be valued on its own for the positive psychological and emotional benefit it grants to participants
in a trusting relationship. In other words, a system can be privacy enhancing, confidential, safe and
effective, but the user can still experience distress or suffer material harm if it or its providers are
perceived as untrustworthy.
Confidentiality is a critical element of trusting relationships between H-IoT users and providers,
given the sensitivity of the data being collected. Users of H-IoT have been shown to place significant
trust in devices and service providers to handle their data responsibly and confidentially [36,54,55].
Trust is often a prerequisite for H-IoT systems to be viewed as privacy enhancing in the context of
informational privacy [54,56–61]. Users place trust in devices and service providers to handle their
data responsibly [36,54,55].
Trust concerns the interaction between a system processing data (including the people or
institutions involved), users providing the data, and third parties accessing the data. Trustworthiness
in developers concerns the developers’ choices, the values they imbue in their artefacts, and their
ability to foresee and prevent misuses and undesired consequences. It also involves the obligations
of data processors to respect users’ rights and terms of consent, insofar as the latter specifies the
conditions of the trust of data subjects in data processors [62–64].
Users may trust systems and data processors to handle their data responsibly; similarly, users
can trust a device or service provider to have designed a robust, safe and effective system. A lack of
trust has been linked to reluctance to adopt H-IoT [15,65]. Users will not necessarily trust H-IoT by
default. H-IoT should therefore be designed to demonstrate trustworthiness, for instance by operating
transparently or giving users an active choice in how data are collected and shared.
2.9. Ensure Data Processing Protocols Are Transparent and Accountable
H-IoT can collect a wide range of data, and process it in complex and opaque ways. H-IoT devices
encourage the flow of data among users, service providers, and third parties. Often, data are processed
and exchanged with little oversight from data subjects. When problems occur, or queries arise, it is
critical that information be available to data subjects to explain how data have been handled that led
to the outcome in question.
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The need for transparency, independent of any rights held by data subjects, increases in step
with the social impact of decisions made based on the data in question [66]. Transparency is a
well-established aim in mature information societies [67]. In the context of the IoT, guidelines proposed
by TechUK to ensure trust in the design of the IoT highlight transparency as a key concern [27]. These
guidelines suggest that data processors cannot presume that the derivation of value from IoT data is
justified before involving users. Rather, to earn the right to derive value from IoT data, data processors
must first demonstrate transparency, integrity and security in processing, and show the benefits of
processing to the public.
Transparency empowers users to hold providers accountable for the impact of H-IoT on their
medical care and quality of life. If H-IoT providers do not operate transparently proactively, the capacity
of users to establish liability or question decisions reached based on H-IoT data is undermined. Impact
can be assessed, at a minimum, according to the degree to which providers adhere to the preceding
eight principles in designing and deploying H-IoT devices and data protocols.
As the utility of transparency as a wide-ranging accountability mechanism suggests, the concept
can be valued on many grounds. Basic respect for the autonomy of users suggests reasons and evidence
should be provided for actions taken towards them. In H-IoT, transparency could require, for instance,
an explanation of how the data produced by using H-IoT has influenced the user’s medical care [68].
This type of explanation allows users to make informed decisions about acceptable uses of their data,
and the personal impact of continuing to use H-IoT [69]. Explanations can be directed to both the user
and care team, who may be better placed with technical knowledge to understand and modify the
user’s treatment in response. Users can only exercise control over their data in the interest of privacy if
they are aware how it is handled and processed by third parties [69].
3. Guidelines for Ethical Design of the H-IoT
Inspired by these principles, several practical guidelines for the ethical design of H-IoT devices
and protocols can be defined. As Figure 1 indicates, the nine principles do not map one-to-one to
the nine guidelines proposed below. Rather, the quantity of principles and guidelines was incidental,
and not intended to suggest a linear relationship. Following this, the guidelines proposed here do
not exhaust the potential applications of the principles above, which are intended to be considered
throughout the design and deployment of H-IoT. Rather, these guidelines provide initial direction to
the ethical design of H-IoT.
3.1. Give Users Control over Data Collection and Transmission
Following the principles concerning user privacy interests and transparent data protocols,
users should be granted meaningful levels of oversight and control of the data generated by H-IoT
devices. Users’ expectations of privacy can be violated when data gathered by a device is handed
poorly, for instance being shared with third parties without the user’s explicit knowledge or consent.
Unauthorised sharing can impede a user’s autonomy and sense of identity, and expose her to additional
risks of identity theft, physical and virtual intrusion, and discrimination, among others. By controlling
the dissemination of personal data, a person may be spared future disturbance from friends, family,
caregivers, service providers, and others [37]. Caregivers can, for instance, use H-IoT to monitor
whether the user is following prescribed medical care or engaging in risky behaviours that suggest
frailty; both can disrespect the user’s autonomy and ability to manage the identity presented to others.
These activities are often hidden by elderly users wishing to control the image presented to, meaning
H-IoT can erode the ability to manage identity. See [70].
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3.2. Iteratively Adhere to Public, Research, and Industry Confidentiality Standards
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3.2. Iteratively Adhere to Public, Research, and Industry Confidentiality Standards
Following the principles of respect for privacy and autonomy interests of users, technical,
organisational and legal confidentiality standards should be followed in the design of H-IoT. Guidance
is provided by public and industry bodies (e.g., the Online Trust Alliance’s IoT Trust Framework) [80]
and regulators (e.g., the Food and Drug Administration’s guidelines for cybersecurity in medical
devices, the International Telecommunications Union’s H.810 standards) [81–83]. At a minimum,
de-identification of data when transferred to third parties should be required. However, even
de-identified data can pose a residual risk of re-identification; an assessment of the genuine need for
data of all types, balanced against possibilities of re-identification and other risks, should therefore
accompany any sharing mechanisms.
Developers can build on work undertaken in the context of governance of medical data
repositories (e.g., biobanks, patient registries) and sharing platforms [22,84]. Among such platforms in
Europe, the European Medical Informatics Framework (EMIF) features one of the broadest (in terms of
scale and data types) and demonstrative governance structures. EMIF’s soon to be published ethical
code of practice defines the responsibilities of data sources and data users (i.e. bona fide research
organisations and individuals). The code is built upon both ethical principles and European data
protection and privacy legal requirements. Common terms and guidance are provided for planning
of feasibility studies, data sharing, collection and use of data subject consent, ethical approvals,
legal requirements of data and privacy protection, and information security measures. Core values
include data minimization, consent, anonymisation, and confidentiality. The code is laudable for
moving beyond participant consent by defining responsibilities for third parties accessing the platform.
Governance of the platform is structured requiring contributions from all stakeholders, as opposed to
requirements defined solely by limitations specified in consent processes.
3.3. Design Devices and Data Sharing Protocols to Protect User Privacy by Default
Following the principles of data minimisation, protection of privacy, and public health interests,
H-IoT should be designed to protect privacy “by default” [27]. Data collection and transmission should
be limited by default, with collection and sharing of data exceeding minimum settings controlled by
the user. Doing so allows users greater control over processing and sharing of their data, and avoids
unnecessary privacy risks encouraged through the collection of data that are potentially valuable but
not immediately relevant to the service provided.
Significant risks are also posed by inadvertent transfer of data if a device is loaned, sold or
otherwise decommissioned from use. To protect the confidentiality of the user’s data, devices should
either reset by default when a change of user occurs, or offer the user an option to “reset” the device
to a factory default (and in doing so, delete her personal data) [80]. Concerns over data legacy are
related. Users of H-IoT may pass away, become cognitively impaired or otherwise lose the capacity to
consent. When this occurs, data or control over data may need to be transferred to another party, such
as the user’s family, a data controller, a governmental body, or public health or medical institutions.
Clear guidelines to handle the legacy of H-IoT data are required. Building a model based upon organ
donation may provide a way forward to allow users to proactively specify recipients and the scope
of data to be transferred. However, norms are also required to clarify when and how different third
parties (e.g., relatives, family members, medical institutions) should receive the data based upon a
valid interest.
Sales of data to third parties should be similarly restricted. As the Online Trust Alliance’s IoT
Trust Framework suggests, “identifiable consumer data” should not be sold unless the buyer has an
equivalent privacy policy in place; “otherwise notice and consent must be obtained.” Without such a
mechanism, users can inadvertently share invasive details of their health and well-being, which can be
highly valuable to third parties or data brokers.
As specified in the principle describing public health interests in the H-IoT, it must be recognised
that H-IoT creates data with immense potential utility for medical and public health research and
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surveillance, which can come at the cost of individual interests. Privacy by default nonetheless still
applies. Recognising that data can (and perhaps should) be shared for legitimate public health pursuits,
user privacy must still be respected. In some cases, the need to take decisions for individuals on
how best to use and share their data, and thus on the appropriate balance between individual and
collective interests, can be avoided. User choice in how and with whom their data are shared should
be supported above all else to ensure users can contribute to medical and public health research and
administrative programmes of their choosing.
For developers, user choice and public health interests can likewise be supported by ensuring
data can be easily shared with sufficient protections in place by default. Users should, for example,
be provided with options to share data at different levels of identifiability with research and public
health groups of their choosing. Following the need for privacy by default, H-IoT providers
should ensure by default that data are sufficiently de-identified prior to sharing for secondary uses.
Appropriate thresholds of identifiability will need to be determined according to the needs of particular
studies or public health programmes. To meet their responsibilities relating to user privacy, providers
can implement mechanisms into H-IoT to consult users and researchers in advance to ensure data
are shared at an appropriate level of identifiability. In other words, H-IoT data controllers should
provide users with customisable data de-identification and transmission tools for research and public
health purposes.
One possible model of this approach would be a “data donation” model, comparable to organ
donation, whereby users can flag segments of their health record generated by an H-IoT device or
service for automatic sharing with approved medical and public health researchers in real-time. Users
could alternatively be prompted to share their (anonymised) data after a set period (e.g., five years
after collection).
3.4. Use Alternative Consent Mechanisms when Sharing H-IoT Data
Following the principles of respect for privacy, non-maleficence, autonomy, and public health,
when informed consent is infeasible, alternative mechanisms to protect user interests normally
protected by consent should be embedded in H-IoT data protocols. H-IoT providers should embed
these mechanisms whenever data will be shared with third parties for secondary analyses, for both
commercial and research purposes; the risks to user interests are equivalent in both cases. “Broad”
and “blanket” consent mechanisms, which pre-authorise future secondary analyses, are sometimes
used in place of single-instance consent in biomedical research, and should be considered [85,86].
Tiered or dynamic consent can also be used, which allow data subjects to pre-specify or active choose
uses of their data—for example, to allow the data to be used in cancer research but not in genomic
research [87,88]. Alternatively, data may be hosted in “safe harbours” rather than exchanged with
third parties. This setup allows H-IoT providers to monitor actively and control how H-IoT data are
used, minimising the risk of misuse by third parties [13]. Where these formats are used, governance
mechanisms, such as review councils and committees, help distinguish “bona fide” and problematic
requests for access to data. Equivalent bodies to represent the interests of users would need to be
established by H-IoT providers.
As in the case of the governance of biobanks and medical data repositories (e.g., UK Biobank,
EMIF), consent protocols are critical to protecting the user’s interests. However, public heath interests
must simultaneously be considered. Consent should ideally be sufficiently permissive or broad to
allow for responsible secondary usage of de-identified data for research that promotes public health
interests. The impact of restrictive, single-instance consent mechanisms is often to restrict future
secondary uses [24]. Where legitimate public health interests can be pursued within responsible
and well-designed studies, consent in the H-IoT should act as an enabler rather than restriction of
secondary uses.
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3.5. Meet Professional Duties of Care and Facilitate Inclusion of Medical Professionals in H-IoT Mediated Care
Following the principles of autonomy, non-maleficence, trust and inclusiveness, H-IoT should
seek at a minimum to adhere to professional duties of care and include medical professionals wherever
possible. While this is in part dependent upon how the H-IoT is deployed and used, steps can be taken
at the design phase to facilitate meeting both requirements.
By providing devices and services that contribute to health care and management, H-IoT
providers incur similar moral obligations [89] to medical professionals [90]. Whereas healthcare
has traditionally centred on the doctor-patient relationship, H-IoT enables new multi-stakeholder
care relationships. Existing accounts of the moral obligations of medicine may not translate well to
these new types of relationships involving patients, medical professionals, and H-IoT device and
service providers [39]. The values defining the traditional doctor-patient relationship extend beyond
“efficiency” or “effectiveness” of interventions. Rather, medical professionals take on certain moral
responsibilities in practicing medicine, and develop virtues or norms of good practice through their
experiences providing care to patients [7,8,89]. Thus, these values and internal norms of “good”
medical care may be undermined when care is distributed across H-IoT providers as well.
One critical duty of care, as suggested by the principle of non-maleficence, is to ensure that devices
benefit the health and well-being of users in the first instance. This duty can be met through extensive
testing of devices to avoid generation of false positives, unnecessary distress and material harms to
users, and waste of healthcare resources.
Care relationships enabled by H-IoT also present risks for a patient’s social, emotional and mental
well-being. H-IoT allows greater emphasis on data representations of the patient created by the
device [7,8,89]. Patients can be harmed by misinterpretation or overreliance on data representing
their health status and well-being [91]. Monitoring data can complicate assessments of the patient’s
conditions, which otherwise rely upon physical examination and tacit knowledge [92,93]. Ignorance of
the patient’s social, mental, and emotional state, or “decontextualisation” of the patient by stifling the
patient’s “voice” in clinical care, can be the result [92–95].
To ensure duties of care are fully met, H-IoT data protocols should also allow users to share data
and engage with medical professionals as desired. H-IoT is often viewed as a technological means to
reduce the costs or need for professionals in medical and social care, while still providing comparable
care. The user’s quality of care, and physical and social well-being, are therefore at risk [65,96–99].
A combination of sensors, H-IoT service providers, healthcare professionals and informal caregivers
may not provide equivalent quality of care, particularly in social and interpersonal aspects of care.
H-IoT devices should therefore meet, as far as possible, duties of care typical to healthcare.
Opportunities should be created for medical and social care professionals to remain involved in
management of the user’s health and well-being. As already mentioned, clinical testing of devices
and mechanisms for data access and portability are good starting points. Clinician involvement
can include assigning responsibilities for analysing H-IoT data, providing feedback and follow-up
to patients, answering questions and concerns and, as far as, possible emulating the face-to-face
clinical encounter and dialogue through remote monitoring. Training for users on the operation is also
desirable, particularly those with low technical competence (see Guideline 9).
3.6. Include Robust Transparency Mechanisms in H-IoT Data Protocols to Grant Users Oversight over
Their Data
Following the principles of group privacy, trust, transparency, inclusiveness and public health,
H-IoT providers should offer information about how the data generated through their device or service
are processed and shared with third parties. This practice will ensure that users can meaningfully assert
their privacy rights (including control over personal data) and make decisions regarding acceptable
uses. Users should periodically be informed in clear, simple language about the scope of data collected,
intended uses, and parties granted access. Users should be helped to understand the extent, format,
and intended uses of the data obtained by third parties. Ideally, these disclosures will also include
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some explanation of the methods and algorithms used to make sense of H-IoT data [68], including
profiling measures and the impact of profiling on choices available to the user. The difficulties of such
explanations in lay language must be acknowledged; different levels of technical detail, vocabulary and
communication media will be required [24,31,32]. User-centric design, as supported by the principle
of inclusiveness, can help assess the capacities and needs of different user groups.
As users can change their preferences over time, periodic confirmation of preferences should be
included in devices and protocols, in addition to disclosures by H-IoT providers. Re-consent processes
can help users retain oversight over movement and secondary processing of their data. By taking
on the responsibility for period re-consent, providers can effectively function as gatekeepers to the
network of third parties involved in secondary processing of H-IoT data.
The gatekeeping format presents several potential benefits to users. First, it clearly establishes
the party liable for further processing of the user’s data, insofar as the provider is responsible for
re-confirming consent as needed in accordance with the purposes for which third parties process the
user’s data. Second, it minimizes the number of parties the user must engage with to retain oversight
and control over their data. Legal entities change over time. If providers track access to the user’s
data, how they are being used, and changes to these uses over time, much of the oversight burden is
removed from users. Finally, third parties often have privacy policies or interests different to those of
H-IoT providers; potential conflicts within user interests must be highlighted if trust is to be maintained
between providers and users. As a gatekeeper, the provider would be responsible for identifying and
alerting the user to potential conflicts, rather than the user herself having to remain vigilant.
Operational transparency is critical if H-IoT providers seek to maintain trust and demonstrate
respect for the autonomy and privacy of users. Owing to the opacity and complexity of H-IoT and
related analytics systems [32,100,101], users are in a highly vulnerable position. As suggested above in
relation to group privacy, meaningful control over data collection and processing is normally infeasible
for individual users. Transparent operation can reduce user vulnerability in this regard. A trusting
operational relationship is key to ethical design of the H-IoT.
3.7. Report the Uncertain Utility of H-IoT Data to Users at the Point of Adoption
Following the principles of respect for autonomy, trust, non-maleficence, and transparency, and
to limit possibilities of data misuse and come closer to replicating the protection offered by informed
consent, information about data retention and processing aims needs to be available to users before
data are collected [36]. Significant risks exist to violate user privacy expectations. Data can be generated
that allow for unanticipated, invasive inferences about the user’s life [24]. Physiological and activity
data combined with location and time stamps provides myriad opportunities for invasive classification
and interventions (e.g., real-world targeted advertising enabled by the IoT) [15,102]. Users may
assume that they are protected from invasive findings by privacy policies and data protection law [59].
However, the uncertain value and inferences made possible by aggregating H-IoT data cast doubts on
the level of protection offered [103,104].
For H-IoT devices to be considered trustworthy, providers should take steps to inform users about
the scope of data to be collected, and what the collected data can foreseeably reveal about them. This
type of notification can be embedded in informed consent mechanisms that, for instance, report at the
point of sale or deployment about the scope and purpose of data collection. Notification is critical to
allow users to make an informed choice about the acceptability of data collection and risks within
their personal context, or according to the needs of the user if the decision to adopt H-IoT is made by a
proxy (e.g., for children or people with an impaired capacity to consent).
To generate the necessary information, a risk analysis should be performed prior to data processing
that assesses the uses and types of inferences that may be drawn from H-IoT data. Awareness of the
uncertain value of H-IoT data should be raised both at the point of collection and further processing
or secondary usage of the data. “Offline” privacy barriers such as physical walls can be replaced
by raising awareness among data subjects of the uncertain but broad value and seemingly limitless
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lifespan of the data outside of the original context in which it was authored. Awareness may inhibit
authorship or dissemination of sensitive or particularly context-sensitive data.
Users should also be made aware of the practical arrangements for data storage, processing and
exchange. Meaningful explanations of steps to be taken in storing and processing data, and their
anticipated uses, need to be available to users throughout a device’s lifecycle [36]. Terms of Service and
other end-user agreements that allow collection, aggregation, and analysis of H-IoT data without clear
indications of how data will be used in the future, beyond general statements about third party access,
are not sufficient. In gaining consent from users, H-IoT developers should describe the uncertain value
of the data generated and the potential for aggregation and linkage by third parties for academic,
commercial, civil, and other purposes.
3.8. Provide Users with Practically Useful Mechanisms to Exercise Meaningful Data Access Rights
Following the principles of trust and autonomy, mechanisms should be included in H-IoT data
protocols to help users exercise their data accessibility and portability rights. For access rights to
be meaningful, only reasonable effort should be required. As an example, being provided with
thousands of printed pages would require unreasonable effort on the part of the data subject to compile
and understand the data, and would therefore fail to preserve a meaningful right to access. H-IoT
developers should grant users full access to their personal data in a practically useful format. Data
should, at a minimum, be provided in a machine-readable format, along with information about the
tools necessary to read it [30]. The requirement for data to be provided in a meaningful format is
further supported by Article 12 of the General Data Protection Regulation.
However, accessibility and portability come with risks. Unrestricted access to raw data
may be harmful if subjects lack the necessary expertise or resources to make sense of it [25,105].
Misinterpretation is a concern when data are assessed without assistance from a trained clinician,
service provider or caregiver [106]. H-IoT developers should, therefore, provide not just mere access
and portability, but rather meaningful access and portability. That is, additional guidance or training
to assist users in understanding the scope and meaning of their data should be available.
3.9. Design Devices to be Unobtrusive According to the Needs of Specific User Groups
Following the principles of respect for autonomy and inclusiveness, the design of H-IoT should
account for both the physical and informational obtrusiveness of devices and the data they produce.
Sensing technologies can create a sense of obtrusiveness or feelings of “being watched” [107,108].
Likewise, they can be physically obtrusive, owing to difficulty of use, uncomfortable design, or
aesthetics. Highly obtrusive H-IoT can disrupt a user’s normal behaviour and autonomy. Smart homes
have, for example, been shown to exhibit passive control over users, including the alteration of daily
routines based on the presence of monitoring [109]. Obtrusive H-IoT can also impact a user’s sense
of identity, including by exposing the user to stigma. Attached to the person’s body or installed in
the personal environment, H-IoT can become an extension of the person and an embodiment of the
illness or activity being monitored [110]. A person’s identity is often affected by an illness or concern
which becomes part of their identity, e.g. Alice is a schizophrenic or Bob is a bad sleeper. H-IoT can
inadvertently be a catalyst for these concerns.
Design should, therefore, minimize obtrusiveness to protect a user’s decision-making autonomy
and sense of identity, according to the requirements of specific user groups. This should not be
achieved paternalistically; perceptions of obtrusiveness will vary between users, meaning design
choice is essential to allow users to choose devices fitting their needs and values. Devices can,
for instance, include “plausible deniability” features that allow imprecise or false secondary data
(e.g., location) to be entered by the user [74]. However, a balance must be struck; the inclusion of such
a feature on devices designed for cognitively impaired users will pose a significant risk to patient
safety. H-IoT should also remain visible to some degree to prevent covert monitoring that would raise
questions about the validity of consent over time [5,111], particularly among cognitively impaired
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users in institutional care environments. H-IoT embedded in a home or institutional care environment
can be forgotten following extended use [112,113]. Devices should thus be “self-disclosive,” meaning
their existence, intended uses, and capabilities should be proactively and periodically disclosed to
users and unintentionally monitored third parties [74].
4. Two Examples
To unpack how these guidelines can impact H-IoT design in practice, two cases of H-IoT intended
for specific user groups will be considered: elderly users and children. The application of the guidelines
here is intended as provisional and instructive, and aims to demonstrate how the guidelines can
mitigate ethical concerns via design choices.
4.1. H-IoT for Elderly Users
Many H-IoT devices and services are designed to support elderly and infirm users, or to target
health conditions that primarily affect the elderly. Wearable, embedded and implantable sensors can
be used to monitor a variety of physiological parameters and behaviours. Semi-permanent sensors
can also be woven into clothes or wristbands for physiological measurements, including detection of
specific molecules in perspiration [114,115] or motion metrics to monitor Parkinson’s disease [116].
Software updates and applications can also turn existing devices into wearable monitors, as shown
with health monitoring smart phones application that can track exercise or movement and share data
with health professionals and other third parties [117,118]. Embedded environmental sensors can
unobtrusively provide information about a patient’s private space, including “smart home” systems
for “ageing at home” or gerontechnologies to support frail patients (e.g., Marubeni’s HRS-I, smart
pillboxes and furniture, and fall detectors). Implantable, dissolvable wireless sensors can be ingested,
injected or attached to the skin to measure pressure, temperature, pH, motion, flow and detect specific
biomolecules [119]. Examples include in vivo glucose monitoring chips [120] and implantable stents
for blood quality monitoring [78,121].
H-IoT for the elderly often aims to support “ageing-at-home”. The health and behaviours of
at-risk elderly users can be monitored in their homes by a care team. Devices can alert third parties to
emergencies, or enable communication between the users and care teams during emergencies or daily
usage. Such applications aim to enhance both the safety and autonomy of users, by allowing for care
to be carried out in the home rather than community or professional care settings.
The emphasis on patient safety often seen with H-IoT applications for the elderly can prove
ethically problematic. A risk of coercion exists, insofar as elderly users may be left with little choice to
use a device suggested by their family or care team. While “ageing-at-home” can support independent
living, there is also a risk of social isolation if H-IoT is treated as a replacement for human care, or as a
“watchful safety net” that will alert carers in case of an emergency.
Following the guidelines proposed here in the design of H-IoT for elderly users can mitigate many
of these concerns. Guidelines 3 and 9 calls for the design of devices and data protocols to be unobtrusive
and protect user privacy by default. Following both, systems that monitor the user at home can be
designed to collect the least intrusive type of data possible. Avoidance of cameras in embedded sensors
is generally seen as privacy enhancing; visual sensors that detect motion, heat, or capture intentionally
blurred images are generally seen as less privacy sensitive than full audio/visual capture [98,122].
A fall detection system, for instance, can be designed to detect motion only.
Guidelines 1 and 2 also address user privacy and confidentiality. Sensors that monitor user
behaviour on a semi-constant basis collect potentially invasive data, including behaviours unrelated to
health or the monitored parameters. “Smart beds”, for example, can allow inferences to be made about
the user’s personal life if a second person is detected. Users should arguably have oversight and choice
over the type and extent of data being transmitted to third parties, although user control can potentially
undermine the accuracy and comprehensiveness of data collected by the device. Guideline 1 suggests
that a balance needs to be struck between user control of data transmission to protect privacy, and
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the medical interest in accurate information. A device could, for instance, allow users to temporarily
disable data storage and transmission, while keeping active monitoring enabled to detect emergencies.
Guideline 5 calls for design that supports the inclusion of medical professionals in H-IoT. A risk
exists of using H-IoT with elderly users as a proxy for human care, or to shift care burdens from
formal medical and social care institutions to the community and informal carers [2]. For the former,
devices can be designed to periodically remind third party carers to visit the user in person to avoid
social isolation. For the latter, data protocols can be designed to automatically share data with the
user’s general practitioner and professional care team. Both the user and informal carers should
be able contact a relevant professional with questions or concerns [123], concerning for instance the
interpretation of patterns found in the data being collected.
Guideline 8 concerning data access rights is complementary to Guideline 5. Following it,
mechanisms should be included for the user to share data with professionals and informal carers as
desired, with minimal effort. Doing so ensures that a user can customize and query the care mediated
by H-IoT as needed. Similar mechanisms may also be required for informal carers that receive data
from H-IoT devices, for instance to allow for contact with medical professionals as described above.
4.2. H-IoT for Children
An increasing number of IoT and H-IoT devices and services are designed for children. Next
to the IoT, the “Internet of Toys” is an emerging phenomenon describing Internet-enabled “smart”
toys that can collect and transmit data about children. Toys that monitor developmental conditions
are one health-related application [124]. Health monitors for children have also proven an area of
rapid development, particularly those designed to monitor physiological parameters and behaviours
of infants [125].
The safety, effectiveness and impact on parents of health monitors for infants are beginning to
garner public attention. Such devices are often not marketed or regulated as medical devices, and
thus lack evidence of safety and efficacy normally required to bring a medical device to market [125].
This is concerning for two reasons. First, unproven devices may produce false positives that lead to
over-diagnosis, which does not benefit the patient’s health and unnecessarily distresses parents and
infants alike. False positives also waste valuable limited healthcare resources through unnecessary
hospital admissions and testing. Second, unproven devices can provide a false sense of security, insofar
as devices promise to create a watchful safety net for concerned parents. Without rigorous clinical
testing to prove efficacy, devices designed to improve health and well-being can unintentionally place
infants at risk [125]. Parents may be less mindful of physically checking on the child if under the
impression the device will provide an alert if anything goes wrong.
Other concerns can be noted that apply to IoT designed for children in general, not only those
designed to benefit health and well-being. Internet-enabled toys have recently proven the target of
concerns over privacy, confidentiality and security. Toys that record and transmit children’s behaviour
and conversations, such as the Hello Barbie and Cayla doll, have been shown to lack robust data
protection and security standards, placing the child user’s privacy at risk [126–128]. Secondary
processing by manufacturers and third parties, consented to via terms of service or user agreements,
expose children’s data to unclear and potentially invasive secondary uses [128,129]. Further, weak
security and confidentiality standards can expose this data to access and exploitation by unauthorised
third parties.
Again, following the guidelines proposed here can address many of these concerns. Guideline 1
requires users be given control over data collection and transmission. In the case of H-IoT for children,
the user will not be able to grant valid consent, meaning parents or guardians will need to protect
the interests of child users. Providing options to disable data transmission to the manufacturer and
third parties is one plausible option to protect user privacy and safety, although it may disrupt the
service provided by the device. Given that child users cannot reasonably assess the risks of the data
collected by H-IoT, and thus cannot make informed decisions of what is shared with the device or
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when the device should be disabled to avoid invasive data collection, parents and guardians can be
given interfaces to review data transmission. This does not necessarily equate to full review of collected
data; parents being able to listen to all conversations collected by an IoT toy would be invasive. Rather,
Guideline 1 suggests that parents should be given options to define context appropriate transmission
rules to preserve the child’s privacy and safety.
Guideline 2 is similarly important, insofar as any data collected from children are highly sensitive.
Protecting devices from third party attacks and limiting sharing of data with third party data controllers
according to legal and industry standards are crucial to ensure confidentiality, without which devices
are unlikely to be adopted.
Application of Guideline 3 is not as straightforward. While the privacy of child users must be
respected, providing children with an option to disable the device can cause significant distress for
parents and guardians, and pose a safety risk if the device is relied upon as a means of health or safety
monitoring. Allowing the child to disable a GPS tracking device, for instance, can pose a serious
safety risk. Application of Guideline 3 is therefore highly context- and device-dependent. However,
as suggested above, parents and guardians at a minimum should be provided mechanisms to limit
transmission of data about the child user. Default settings for data collection and transmission should
similarly be set to the most privacy-enhancing option, and require an intentional choice from the
parent or guardian to transmit data to a third party. Terms of Service and user agreements cannot
be relied upon to ensure users make an informed choice, particularly when a proxy of the user is
responsible for making the decision.
Guideline 5 is particularly important for H-IoT devices targeted at monitoring the health of
infants and children. Concerns have recently been raised over the marketing of health monitoring for
infants that plays on the concerns over child safety felt by new parents. As suggested by Guideline 5,
such exploitative marketing practices can lead to unnecessary distress for parents and guardians and
waste of limited healthcare resources due to false positives. On the other hand, devices lacking robust
clinical testing and evidence of efficacy can pose a safety hazard to child users if they are perceived as
reliable medical devices by parent users. It is thus critical that devices are both thoroughly tested to
the standards normally expected of medical devices, and designed to facilitate assessment of collected
data and alerts by medical professionals. Both requirements aim to ensure that H-IoT devices for
children do not create a safety hazard for users, and distress parents and guardians seeking peace of
mind through their usage.
5. Conclusions
As the discussion above of the nine ethical principles and guidelines for design of the H-IoT
indicates, a delicate balance must be struck between user, developer and public health interests. Future
development of principles for ethical design of H-IoT will depend in large part on the potential
crossover between consumer and clinical devices and datasets. The potential value of H-IoT datasets
for medical research and consumer analytics exists across both types of H-IoT. Whether and how
this crossover can occur in practice to allow data sharing among medical, academic, government,
and commercial entities remains to be seen. Regardless of how data are shared, ethical design of
the contributing H-IoT devices, and data collection protocols is essential to ensure user interests
are afforded sufficient protection. Adopting these and similar guidelines are in the interests of all
stakeholders in the run up to a H-IoT device or service entering the market. With proactive and
meaningful self-regulation, developers demonstrate accountability and trustworthiness, while easing
the need for reactive and overly restrictive regulation.
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